
V.S.B. ENGINEERING COLLEGE, KARUR 

DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING 

Assignment Questions 

ALGEBRA AND NUMBER THEORY                                

1) Let     ,,, HG  be groups with respective identities ., HG ee If HGf : is a homomorphism, then 

a) HG eef )(  b)     11 )(
  afaf for all .Ga  

c)  nn afaf )()(  for all Ga and all Zn )(Sf is a subgroup of H for each subgroup S of G.  

2) State and prove the fundamental theorem of group homomorphism’s. 

 

3) Every subgroup of a cyclic group is cyclic. 

4) Show that  ,M is an abelian group where  432 ,,, AAAAM  with 
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A and  is ordinary matrix multiplication. 

Further prove that  ,M is isomorphic to the abelian group   ,G where   iiG  ,,1,1 and   is ordinary multiplication. 

5) Find the left cosets of the subgroup    }3,0{H   of the group  ),( 66 Z . 

6) Show that H = { [0],[4],[8] } is a subgroup of ).,( 1212 Z Also find the left Cosets of H in ).,( 1212 Z  

7) State and prove Lagrange’s theorem for finite group. 

8) For 
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4321
 find the subgroup k . 

9) Determine the left cosets of k in .4SG   

     10) Let G be a cyclic group. a) If G is infinite, then G is isomorphic to ).,( Z  

            b) If G =n, where n >1, then G is isomorphic to ).,( nZ  

COMPUTER NETWORKS 

1. Consider the systems(S1,S2,S3,S4,S5,S6,S7,S8). Create the following topologies 

(1)Star,(ii)Mesh (iii)Ring (iv)Bus. Compare various topologies. Illustrate which topology is 

cost effective. Also  create wired LAN and Wireless LAN based on the available systems?

  

2. Consider the domains(www.xyz.com and www.abc.com). Simulate DNS address matching 

and name resolution methods. Create a communication diagram between sender and the 

web servers. 



3. Create a table(total networks, network address, last address) for the CIDR notations 

(192.55.66.88/29)(166.54.66.88/26) and simulate  a packet switching network with routing 

tables and ip-addresses? 

 

4. Construct shortest path from C to all nodes and implement link state algorithm. Create and  

update forwarding table in node C ?       

 
5. Create a network with 10 hosts. Design routing tables and performance tables. Simulate a 

packet switching network?  

        

6. Create distance vector routing tables and find shortest distance between  nodes?  

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

EC8691-MICROPROCESSOR AND MICROCONTROLLER ASSIGNMENT

QUESTIONS

1. Write an Assembly language program  in 8086 program to add two 8 bit BCD numbers.

Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program.

2. Write an Assembly language program  in 8086 program to add two 16-bit numbers with 

or without carry. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

3. Write an Assembly language program  in 8086 program to add two 16 bit BCD numbers 

with carry. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

4. Write  an  Assembly  language  program   in  8086  program  to  add  the  content  of  one 

segment to another segment. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

5. Write  an  Assembly  language  program   in  8086  program to  subtract  two  8  bit  BCD 

numbers. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

6. Write  an  Assembly  language  program   in  8086  program  to  subtract  two  16  bit  BCD 

numbers. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

7. Write an Assembly language program  in 8086 program to subtract two 16-bit numbers 

with or without borrow. Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program

8. Write  an  Assembly  language  program   in  8086  program  to  multiply  two  8  bit  numbers.

Also Explain the instructuctions involved in program



 

 

 

 Web Technology

  1. Create Jobs and career web site ,using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and any 
database support in your program
2. Create Real estate site, using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and any database 
support in your program.
3.Create Online Shopping and Ecommerce site. using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript
and any database support in your program
4.  Create Travel and tour website. using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and any 
database support in your program
 5. Create Educational/ Learning Website. using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and 
any database support in your program
6. Create online bookstore website using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and any 
database support in your program
7.Create Healthcare website. Use the following concepts in your program HTML, CSS 
,Javascript and any database support .
8.Create Classifieds website. Use the following concepts in your program HTML, CSS 
,Javascript and any database support .
9.Create news and current affairs website. using the concepts of HTML, CSS , Javascript and 
any database support in your program
10.Create an online book store application form using HTML validate all the fields using 
Javascript , and access all those fields using servlets and display those values.
\

Software Engineering
1. Explain iterative waterfall and spiral model for software life cycle and discuss various 
activities in each phase.
2. 1. Data Dictionary. 2. Architectural Styles.
3. 1. Black box testing- Regression Testing. 2. System Testing and Debugging.
4. Software Project Management: Estimation
5. LOC, FP Based Estimation, Make/Buy Decision
6. Reengineering process model Reverse and Forward Engineering

AIR POLLUTION AND CONTROL ENGINEERING
1. Air Pollution Transportation
2. Agricultural Programs, Resources and Requirements
3. Compliance and Emissions Data Report Interface
4. Community Multi Scale Air Quality Modeling System
5. Alternative Dispute Resolution
6. Ambient Monitoring Technology Information Center
7. Reporting Air Releases From Animal Waste
8. Adaptation Resource Center and Climate Change
9. Computer Aided Management of Emergency Operation
10. Economic Analysis for Air Pollution Regulations
11. Reporting Oil Spills and Hazardous Substance Releases
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